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PROPOSAL FOR CAMPUS RECRUITMENT TRAINING 

APTITUDE MOCK TEST-Duration for 2hrs 

Generally most organizations use Aptitude Tests as a process of elimination when the number of applicants is sizeable. These 

Aptitude Tests also give the selectors a good idea of the candidate's reasoning ability, critical thinking ability and communication 

skills. Practice Aptitude Tests will be provided to help candidate in their preparation. 

Resume Writing-Duration for 2hrs 

Resume is the most important tool when applying for a job. It doesn't matter how qualified one is, or how much experience you 

have - if the resume is poorly presented or badly written, candidate going to have trouble getting the job they want - or even an 

interview. 

GD INTERVIEW PREPERATION MODULE-Mock GD’s in a group of 8-12candidates 

Group Discussion exercises are designed to test the candidate's ability to act as a leader and a team player. The other qualities 

exhibited in such exercises are clarity of thought process, the ability to think differently and the ability to lend direction. The Mock 

Test for the GD-PI at Connoisseur Hub starts with providing basic tips on facing a GD Panel. Adequate number of Mock GDs will be 

conducted to ensure that candidates gain confidence and overcome their misgivings. These Mock GDs will be followed by individual 

and group feedback sessions which will help the candidates to hone their skills and polish their performance. 

Each candidate gets an opportunity to attend GD and analyze, learn and contribute in others GD. 

Personal Interview and Advance PI’s-Mock Session 

The last leg of the selection process is usually a Personal Interview which gives the selectors an opportunity to know the candidate 

better and to assess the suitability of the candidate's skills to the requirements of the organization. Mock Interviews will be handled 

by Professionals from Specific Industries & MBA’s working with reputed companies across a wide range of industries and are, in 

many instances, a part of recruitment teams. Feedback sessions will form part of each Mock Interview so that the candidate can 

implement the suggestions and incorporate the feedback for later Mock Interviews. The progress will be closely monitored to ensure 

that the candidate is adequately prepared at the end of the program. 

 

Costing is Per Candidate for each Module:- 
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